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START Mission

START advances science-based knowledge
about the human causes and consequences of terrorism
as a resource for homeland security policymakers
and prac??oners.

2 Major Limitations with Prior Research

Few studies have used systematically collected
quantitative data
} Many studies limited to individuals who have
used violence for an extremist cause
}
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Introducing PIRUS
Proﬁles of Individual Radicaliza:on in the United States
Bridging the gap between anecdotes and grand theories
LiSle empirical data on radicaliza:on processes
Weak understanding of the rela:onship between radical
beliefs and radical behaviors
• Growing interest in CVE
• Moving beyond just the radical Islamist cases
• Recent events demonstrate the complexity:
•
•
•
•

– Dylann Roof, South Carolina
– Omar Mateen, Orlando, Florida
– Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik, San Bernadino, California
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PIRUS Basics
• Mul:-methods research project
– Quan:ta:ve component: Cross-sec:onal dataset (1,473 individuals)
– Qualita:ve component: 110 life-course narra:ves of radicaliza:on
processes and pathways

• To provide policy makers and researchers the ﬁrst large-N
dataset to study the radicaliza:on processes from an empirical
perspec:ve
• Coded en:rely from non-classiﬁed, secondary sources
(newspaper reports, court records, biographies, declassiﬁed
government sources, etc.)
• Coded by a team of trained student interns, quality control by
project staﬀ
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PIRUS codebook
•

•

–
–
–
–
–
–

Plot and Consequences
–
–
–
–
–

Ac:vity descrip:on
Loca:on of plot
Date of exposure
Violent/non-violent
Criminal charges

•

•

•

Group name(s)
Role in group
Name of group leader
Group dynamics

Radicaliza:on details
–
–
–
–

Ideologies
Recruitment
Role of internet/media
Event inﬂuence

•

Ethnicity
Age
Gender
Marital status
Religious background
Ci:zenship

Socioeconomic Status
–
–
–
–

Group informa:on
–
–
–
–

Demographics

Educa:on level
Finances and employment
Military background
Socioeconomic stratum

Personal details
–
–
–
–
–
–

Abuse and psychological concerns
Family and rela:onships
Drug and alcohol use
Social life
Previous criminal ac:vity
Mindset prior to radicaliza:on
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How do you get in PIRUS?

To be included in the PIRUS data, individual must
have (at least one of the following):
•
•
•
•
•

Been arrested
Been indicted
Been killed in ac:on
Member of or associated with a designated terrorist organiza:on
Member of or associated with an organiza:on who leader(s) or founder(s)
have been indicted of a ideologically mo:vated violent oﬀense (e.g., Aryan
Republican Army, Black Libera:on Army, The Order, Weather
Underground)

In addi:on, the individual must have (all three):
•
•
•

Radicalized in the United States
Espoused or currently espouses ideological mo:ves
Shown that his or her behaviors (above) are/were linked to the ideological
mo:ves he/she espouses
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PIRUS Basic Stats
• Number of individuals: 1,473
• Average age at exposure: 34
• Gender: Male = 1351, Female = 152
• Ci:zenship: 87% U.S. ci:zen
• Ideological category:
– Islamist: 226 (15%)
– Far right: 647 (43%)
– Far lei: 316 (21%)
– Single issue: 314 (21%)
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What is PIRUS?

Radicaliza:on over :me
ALL CASES BY IDEOLOGY 1965-2013 (percentage)
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Lone Actors and Group Actors Over Time
LONE ACTORS v. GROUP ACTORS 1965-2013 (PERCENTAGE)
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Graph depicts “date of exposure” for individuals in PIRUS from 1965 to 2013. The date of exposure represents the :me at which
the individual’s radical ac:vity or plot ﬁrst came to public aSen:on. Usually the :me of incident or arrest, or earliest men:on of
the individual in open sources, so long as it is related to the plot/radicaliza:on of the individual.
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US foreign fighters: outcomes
Expressed interest
226
ASempted travel
193

Successfully traveled
118

Involved in domes:c plot
45 (~20% of all cases)
Returned to US
51
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What is the role of the Internet in radicaliza:on?
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How oien is the Internet a Primary factor in
radicaliza:on?

Terrorism versus ordinary crime

“[t]errorism is a form of crime in all essential
respects” (Clarke and Newman, 2006: i)
But “political violence clearly differs in important
respects from ordinary crime (LaFree and Dugan,
2004)

Purpose of the current project

Can we use PIRUS to identify a set of risk factors
for violent political extremism?

Social control perspectives
}

}

}

individuals develop bonds that connect them with prosocial society and shield them from deviance (Hirschi,
1969).
life events act as “turning points” in the life course to
alter or redirect behavioral trajectories (Laub and
Sampson, 1993)
Social connections that bind individuals to society and
prevent violence include work, education, marriage, and
military service

Social Control Variables
}
}
}
}
}

H1: Individuals with a poor work history will be more
likely to turn to violent extremism.
H2: As educational attainment increases, the probability
of engaging in violent political extremism will decrease.
H3: Individuals who are unmarried, separated, or
widowed will be more likely to turn to violent extremism
H4a: Individuals who have had past military experience
will be less likely to turn to violent extremism.
H4b: Individuals who are currently active members of the
military will be less likely to turn to violent extremism.

Social learning perspectives
}
}
}

Criminal behavior—like all behavior is learned
(Sutherland1947)
The most important part of this learning happends ins
small, intimate groups
Exposure to radical beliefs in small groups are the
primary drivers of criminal behavior

Social Learning Variables
}

}

H5: Compared to other political extremists, those with
radical family members are more likely to participate in
violence
H6: Compared to other extremists, extremists who have
radical peers are more likely to participate in violence

Psychological Effects
}

Much research in criminology on the relationship
between mental illness and propensity to crime.

}

H7: Individuals with a history of mental illness will be
more likely to turn to violent extremism

Rival Groups
}

Researchers who study criminal gangs have long
emphasized the crime-producing impact of gang rivalries
and “turf” battles (Hagedorn, 2007).

}

Terrorism researchers (e.g., Bloom, 2007) argue that
“outbidding” plays an important role in the adoption of
extreme forms of political violence, including suicide
terrorism and the deliberate targeting of children.

}

H8: Compared to other extremists, those who are
engaged in competition with rival groups or fellow group
members are more likely to participate in violence

Common Criminology-Related Measures
}

}
}

Criminal Record--H9: Individuals with a prior criminal
record will be more likely to turn to violent extremism
after they have radicalized.
Gender—H10: Men will be more likely than women to
turn to violent extremism after they have radicalized.
Age—H11: Young people will be more likely than older
people to turn to violent extremism after they have
radicalized.

Sample
}

}

}
}

Profiles of Individual Radicalization in the United States,
collected by the START Center at the University of
Maryland
1,493 individuals who radicalized within the United States
to the point of committing ideologically motivated illegal
violent or non-violent acts
Three ideological groups
Court documents, newspaper accounts, other published
sources

Variables: Violence
}
}

Violent behavior: murder, assault, armed robbery, kidnapping
Non-violent behavior: money laundering, providing weapons
to an extremist group, illegal weapons possession, tax
fraud

Variables for Hypothesis Tests
}

Social control
}

}

Work History, Educational attainment, Marital status, Military
experience

Social learning
}

Radical family members, Radical peers

}

Mental Illness
Rival groups

}

Criminal Record/Gender/Age

}

Control Variables
}
}

Ideology: Far left, far right, jihadist, single issue
Exposure decade: 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s, 00s, 10s

Analytical strategy
}
}
}

Bivariate analysis
Multivariate logit analysis
Missing values analysis
}
}
}
}

Expected maximization
Multiple imputation
Subgroup mean substitution
Fixed value substitution

Which variables do you think are most important
for predicting violent extremism?
Stable employment
} Education
} Marital status
} Military service
} Radical peers
} Radical family members
} Mental illness
} Rival groups
} Prior criminal record
} Gender
} Age
}

Social control variables
Violence
Stable employment

-.125***

Education

-.118**

Married

-.074*

Past military

.019

Active military

.057*

Social Learning

Violence
Radical Family

.096**

Radical Peers

.141***

Mental Illness

Violence
History of mental illness

.107***

Gang Effects/ “Outbidding”

Violence
Rival Groups

-.003

Criminology Demographics

Violence
Criminal Record

.104***

Gender

.104***

Age

-.078**

Age-squared

-.072**

Control Variables

Violence
Far Left

-.171***

1990s

-.082**

2010s

.090**

Bivariate support for the hypotheses
Stable employment
} Education
} Marital status
} Military service
} Radical peers
} Radical family members
} Mental illness
} Rival groups
} Prior criminal record
} Gender
} Age
}

Supported
Supported
Supported
Rejected
Supported
Supported
Supported
Rejected
Supported
Supported
Supported

Less likely to find violent political extremism
when…

} Suspects

have a stable employment history
} Suspects are more highly educated
} Suspects are married
} Suspects are older

More likely to find violent political extremism
when…

} Suspect

is active military
} Suspect has radical peers
} Suspect has radical family members
} Suspect has prior criminal record
} Suspect is a male

Multivariate analysis
}
}

Hierarchical logistic regression
Developed four different models based on differing
approaches to missing data:
}
}
}
}

expected maximization
multiple imputation
subgroup mean
fixed value substitution

Violent Political Violence Risk Factors
} Four

significant predictors of engaging in
violent political extremism in the United States
in the multivariate analysis:
} Unstable employment history
} Radical peers
} Record of mental illness
} Criminal record

Social control variables
}
}

}

}

Stable employment: individuals who had a stable work history
were less likely to engage in violent attacks
Supports the common criminological argument that
employment is a positive social bonding mechanism that
motivates individuals to abstain from violent crime rather than
risk sacrificing social capital.
But this finding appears to be at odds with some recent
accounts of terrorist perpetrators (Krueger and Malečková,
2003; Piazza, 2006), which generally find a weak or even
positive relationship between high socioeconomic status and
terrorist activity,
Education, marital status and military service were not
significant in the multivariate models

Social learning variables
}
}

}
}
}

Close social relationships play an important role in the decision
to commit extremist violence.
Individuals who are embedded in tight, insular groups of likeminded peers are particularly susceptible to extremist political
violence
Perpetrators who reported having radical peers were more
likely to turn to violent extremism
Radical family members was not significant in the multivariate
analysis
May be more important for peers than family members because
we select our peers more than our relatives

Psychological variables
Mental illness was consistently associated with engaging in
extremist political violence
} Difficult to conclusively point to the mechanism by which
mental illness influence violent extremism.
} It might act as a “pull” factor, where mental illness makes an
individual more susceptible to ideological propaganda or
extremist group coercion.
} It might act as a “push” factor, where diagnoses of mental
illness preclude individuals from conventional society, forcing
them to seek acceptance through less pro-social means.
}

Gang Variables
}

Rival groups and outbidding

}

Offenders who were members of groups that were in
competition with like-minded organizations, or were plagued
by internal strife, were no more likely to engage in acts of
violence than other individuals

}

Surprising given recent literature (Bloom, 2004)

}

Perhaps outbidding is more salient to extremist violence
outside of the United States, where competition over scarce
resources is more intense

Prior Criminal Record
}

}

}

}

We found consistent evidence that criminal activity prior to
radicalization was associated with engaging in violent political
activity.
Importantly, this association was true regardless of whether
the prior criminal activity itself was violent; our measure of
past criminality included non-violent crimes like drug offenses
and larceny.
This finding supports the classic criminological notion that past
crime is a reliable predictor of future crime, and it suggests
that radicalization processes are linked to more common
forms of criminality.
Indeed, criminal career research (Blumstein, Cohen and
Farrington, 1988) shows that a history of criminal violence is
predictive of subsequently more severe behavior.

Gender and Age
}
}
}

}

}

Gender and age were significantly associated with engaging in
violent extremism in the bivariate analysis.
However, when we controlled for the other variables in our
model, both became insignificant.
Lack of multivariate significance for gender may be a function
in part of the skewed distribution--90% of our sample were
men.
The insignificant finding for perpetrator’s age provides an
interesting contrast with the mainstream criminology
literature.
Growing body of research on those who commit extremist
political violence (Pyrooz et al., 2017; Simi, Sporer, and Bubolz,
2016) suggests that those who engage in political extremism
are on average older than those engaging in more common
types of crime

Violent Political Extremism Risk Factors
}

Number of risk factors

Risk of Violent Political
Extremism %
}0
41.3
}1
59.8
}2
67.0
}3
84.8
}4
100.0
} How do you interpret these data?

Theoretical implications
}

By placing a greater emphasis on criminological
indicators it may be possible to identify violent
outcomes with more accuracy

}

Efforts should be made to incorporate the effects of
variables that are present in childhood and early
adolescence, such as trauma, household disruption,
parental criminality, and neglect
Criminology should pay more attention to crimes that are
motivated by political ambitions

}

Policy implications
}
}

}
}

}

CVE programs that emphasize the acquisition of job-relevant
skills may be effective for at-risk individuals
CVE programs must not overcommit their attention and
resources to countering the threat from lone actor terrorists
at the expense of overlooking the vital role that peer
relationships play in the radicalization process
Programs based on counter-narratives must be aware of the
cognitive biases that exist in cliques
We must do more to untangle the relationship between
mental illness and violent extremism, including better
understanding of potentially compounding factors, such as
heavy drug use
CVE policy should leverage existing programs that are geared
toward steering at-risk youth away from crime

Thanks!
Gary LaFree
glafree@umd.edu
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Multivariate logistic regression models, comparison of missing data strategies
Variable

Expected Maximization
model
Β
SE

Regression-based multiple
model
Β imputationSE

Stable employment history
Education
Married
Past military experience
Active in military
Radical family
Clique membership
Mental illness
Previous criminal activity
Group competition
Gender
Age
Age (squared)
Controls
Islamist ideology
Far Right ideology
Far Left ideology
Exposure 1950s
Exposure 1960s
Exposure 1970s
Exposure 1980s
Exposure 1990s
Exposure 2010s
N

-.555**
-.086
-.326
.024
.452
-.492
.878***
.750**
.471**
-.246
.341
-.024
.000

.206
.097
.184
.229
.322
.389
.167
.237
.176
.251
.213
.025
.000

-.527**
-.100
-.366
.000
.408
-.408
.819***
.747***
.428*
-.100
.330
-.019
.000

.188
.103
.200
.234
.319
.350
.135
.231
.194
.293
.225
.025
.000

1.081***
.609***
-.754***
1.173*
1.067***
1.276***
1.006***
.191
.660***
1473

.234
.165
.200
.564
.262
.223
.201
.177
.206

.980***
.490**
-.897***
1.077
1.004***
1.247***
1.002***
.176
.649**
1473

.242
.181
.217
.569
.258
.224
.201
.180
.210

Subgroup mean
substitutionSE
model

Β
-.637**
-.091
-.196
.184
.413
-.285
.803***
.776***
.550***
-.177
.317
-.045
.000

.914***
.525**
-.898***
1.052
.979***
1.213***
.951***
.151
.659***
1473

Fixed value substitution
model (n=1,395)
Β
SE

.207
.090
.146
.218
.318
.299
.155
.229
.169
.206
.204
.023
.000

-.494**
-.059
-.230
.115
.061
-.005
.689***
.666**
.564***
-.143
.281
-.030
.000

.185
.075
.149
.233
.308
.199
.128
.224
.170
.177
.209
.024
.000

.248
.176
.214
.550
.249
.211
.192
.174
.203

.963***
.565***
-.774***
1.034
.884***
1.233***
.869***
.131
.588**
1395

.231
.166
.200
.558
.259
.218
.197
.179
.203
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What is PIRUS?

Deﬁni:ons of ideological categories
•

•

•

•

Far Right: right-wing extremists. Generally exclusivist and favors social
hierarchy favoring a par:cular group, whether this group iden:ty is racial (e.g.,
KKK), pseudo-na:onal (e.g., Texas Republic), or characterized by individualis:c
traits (survivalists). One other common characteris:c is an:pathy toward the
lei and the federal government.
Far Lei: lei-wing extremists. Essen:ally class-oriented and socio-economically
focused, generally endorsing the use of violence to produce a classless society.
Animal-rights and environmental extremists have generally adopted leiist
tropes and have been included in the Far Lei in this study.
Islamist: Islamist extremists. Endeavor to establish a poli:cal system governed
by Sharia and reject the liberal pluralist poli:cal system. In the US context,
Islamists usually target the United States in retalia:on for its foreign policies,
emphasizing an ideological framework of a global struggle against un-Islamic
forces.
Single Issue: extremists who are mo:vated primarily by a single issue. Most
commonly an:-abor:on extremists in the US context, but also includes ethnona:onalist movements and extremism targe:ng homosexuals.
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Ideological Sub-categories in PIRUS

•

Mili:a/gun rights
White supremacist/NeoNazi
Sovereign Ci:zens/an:government
Chris:an iden:ty

• Far leS

•
•
•
•
•

Animal rights
Environmentalist
Student/an:-Vietnam
Black na:onalist
An:-capitalist

• Single issue

•
•
•
•

An:-abor:on
Puerto Rican independence
Jewish Defense League
An:-gay

• Far right

•
•
•
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Extremist groups in PIRUS
Islamist

Far right

• al-I?haad al-Islamiya
• al-Qaeda
• al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP)
• al-Shabaab
• Gama’a al-Islamiyya (Islamic
Group)
• HAMAS
• Hezbollah
• Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan
• Jaish-e-Mohammed (JEM)
• Jamiyyat Ul-Islam Is-Saheeh
(JIS)
• Jemaah Islamiyah (JI)
• Lashkar-e Tayyiba (LeT)
• Pales?nian Islamic Jihad (PIJ)
• Taliban
• Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Alaska Peacemakers Mili?a
Aryan Brotherhood
Aryan Circle
Aryan Na?ons
Aryan Republican Army
Council of Conserva?ve
Ci?zens (CCC)
FEAR (Forever Enduring Always
Ready)
Hammerskin Na?on
Hutaree Mili?a
Ku Klux Klan
Montana Freemen
Na?onal Alliance
Na?onal States' Rights Party
New Order
Project 7
Republic of Texas
Sovereign Ci?zens
SS Guardians/Unit 88
The Covenant, The Sword, and
the Arm of the Lord (CSA)
The Order (Silent Brotherhood)
The Order II (Bruder Schweigen
Strike Force II)
Vinlanders Social Club
White Aryan Resistance
(formerly White American
Resistance)
White Patriot Party
World Church of the Creator

Far lei
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Animal Libera?on Front (ALF)
Black Afro Militant Movement
Black Libera?on Army
Black Panther Party
Death Angels
Earth Libera?on Front (ELF)
May 19th Communist Order
New Afrikan Freedom Fighters
New Black Panther Party
Stop Hun?ngdon Animal
Cruelty (SHAC)
Symbionese Libera?on Army
(SLA)
The Realm of Chaos
The United Freedom Front
(UFF)
Weather Underground

Single issue
• Abu Nidal Organiza?on (Fatah
al-Qiyadah al-Thawriyyah)
• Alianza Federal de Mercedes
• Armed Forces of Na?onal
Libera?on (FALN)
• Armed Revolu?onary
Independence Movement
(MIRA)
• Armenian Secret Army for the
Libera?on of Armenia
• Army of God
• El Rukn
• Independent Armed
Revolu?onary Movement
(MIRA)
• Irish Republican Army (IRA)
• Jewish Defense League (JDL)
• Libera?on Tigers of Tamil
Eelam (LTTE)
• Los Macheteros (aka Puerto
Rican Popular Army; The
Boricua Popular Army)
• Omega-7

